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I. Journal Description
JEES PEDAGOGIA
1. JEES uses Descriptive method
- Because in this method which
explain that every student should
think to imply writing better than the
previous one
1. PEDAGOGIA uses Qualitative method
- Because in this method we can know
a person's learning difficulties vary
II. Content of Article
HOME
JEES PEDAGOGIA
1. Show in the last chapter in the upload
or last published journal
1. Show in the last chapter in the upload
or last published journal
ARCHIVES
JEES PEDAGOGIA
1. In the JEES journals there ae 2 points of
discussion in different years, is :
� 2017
a. Vol 2, No 2 (2017), October
b. Vol 2, No 1 (2017), April
� 2016
a. Vol 1, No 2 (2016), October
b. Vol 1, No 1 (2016), April
1. In the PEDAGOGIA journals there are
7 points of discussion in different years,
is :
� 2017
a. Vol 6, No 2 (2017), Agustus
b. Vol 6, No 1 (2017), Februari
� 2016
a. Vol 5, No 2 (2016), Agustus
b. Vol 5, No 1 (2016), Februari
� 2015
a. Vol 4, No 2 (2015), Agustus
b. Vol 4, No 1 (2015), Februari
� 2014
a. Vol 3, No 2 (2014), Agustus
b. Vol 3, No 1 (2014), Februari
� 2013
a. Vol 2, No 1 (2013), Pedagogia
� 2012
a. Vol 1, No 2 (2012), Pedagogia
� 2011
a. Vol 1, No 1 (2011), Pedagogia
COVER
JEES PEDAGOGIA
- The color is orange with black
combination.
- The cover contains the title of the
book and volume number.
- The color is orange with gold and
white combination.
- On the cover as there is a core or
explanation of the book
ABOUT
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
JEES PEDAGOGIA
1. For readers consist of :
- 6 readers from indonesian countries
- 2 readers from abroad
1. For readers consist of :
- 3 readers from east java
- 1 readers from central java
EDITORIAL TEAM
JEES PEDAGOGIA
- One of the members comes from
Lebanon
- has 3 team sections in journal
creation
- has 5 team section in journal creation
- It all comes from the UMSIDA
III. Method
JEES PEDAGOGIA
1. JEES uses Deskriptive method
- Because in this method which
explain that every student should
think to imply writing better than the
previous one
1. PEDAGOGIA uses Qualitative method
- Because in this method we can know
a person's learning difficulties vary
IV. Significance
JEES PEDAGOGIA
- We can know how to write the right
and also if we continue to learn to
write sometime we will be able to
produce the journal
- After reading journal I can know
many causes of students difficulties
in learning English and the
constraints of the mastery of the
vocabulary of each student
Concluding sentence:
In the Pedagogia learning English many difficulties that can could be discovered. Because the
English was remained in use. Possible in use with certain people who can be English lovely. For
example its like we meet with overseas or Indonesian people who can speak English. In the Jees
writing skills are indispensable because to make our writing better.
Full Paragraph
1. Point by Point Method
Jees have orange color color with combination with black color. While Pedagogia have a cover
colored orange with gold and white color combinations. Jees has 2 readers from overseas and 6
readers from state while Pedagogia having 3 readers from east java and 1 reader from central java.
Jees have 3 parts in making journal and one of the member comes from Lebanon. Pedagogia have 5
parts in the making journal and all members from "UMSIDA". In this Jees using descriptive method
and also in pedagogia using qualitative method. In the JEES journal have 2 different points to discuss
this years that is : in 2017: Vol 2, No 2 (2017), October and Vol 2, No 1 (2017), April. While on
2016 : Vol 1, No 2 (2016), October and Vol 1, No 1 (2016), April. While in the Pedagogia journal
have 7 different points to discuss this years that is : 2017 : Vol 6, No 2 (2017), Agustus and Vol 6, No
1 (2017), Februari. While 2016 Vol 5, No 2 (2016), Agustus and Vol 5, No 1 (2016), Februari and
other can be viewed in the top column. Conclusion of Jees that is By writing we can produce a good
journal. After reading I can know how to journal how and how to write a journal we can test our skill
in the write how is it good or vice versa. And while conclusion of Pedagogia that is A lot of kinds of
understanding students in studently learning English. For example the lack of use of vocabulary, hard
to understand listening lessons that in because we rarely listen to people speak English, less daring to
speak English in because we lack confidence and fear of wrong talk.
2. Block Method
Jees journals have an orange cover with black color combinations. In making the editorial journal
team in divided into 3 parts one of which is derived from Lebanon. Jees readers consisting of 6
readers from Indonesia own country and 2 other readers come from abroad. In the Jees journal have 2
point to discuss that is 2017: Vol 2, No 2 (2017), October and Vol 2, No 1 (2017), April. While on
2016 : Vol 1, No 2 (2016), October and Vol 1, No 1 (2016), April. Jees contents of the Jees journal
is Jees I can know that writing can generate a journal and publish it. Because it's important that we
learn to write journals. But if we want to publish it must use good languages. In this journal used
Deskriptif method because in this method which explain that every student should think to imply
writing better than the previous one.
Pedagogia journal cover that is orange with gold and white combination. Pedagogia journal using
Qualitative method. While the Pedagogia journal has 7 points to discuss. The readers of this
Pedagogia journal there are 3 who came from east java and there is also a readers who came from
central java. In the making of Pedagogia journal has 5 section in the editorial team and they all come
from UMSIDA. Pedagogia contents of the Pedagogia journal is Pedagogia tells about how difficulties
students learn English. Students tend to choose writting and while passive students tend to choose
speaking because they find it more difficult. Why they consider it difficult because they mastery
using vocabulary is still very less. In college even though we do not take the English majors we are
still required to take these subjects because they will also take the TOEFL exam which level of
assessment is very high.
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